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ABSTRACT

We discuss the canonical light-cone singularities of the vertex

function with the aid of the Mellin-transformed DOS representation• We

demonstrate that these singularities correctly describe the first two terms

in the asymptotic expansion of the momentum space vertex function,both in

the scaling limit and in the limit in which one of the current masses goes

to infinity while the second is held finite. Moreover, the coefficient

function of the leading term in the latter limit is obtained as a smooth

limit in the scaling variable of the corresponding function in the

scaling limit. Implications for form factors are also pointed out.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A considerable amount of effort has "been devoted lately to the study

of lighVcone (LC) singularities,especially in relation to the four-point

function describing current-hadron scattering. The relevance of these

considerations to the understanding of scaling phenomena observed in deep

inelastic electron-nucleon scattering is well known. LC analysis has also

been applied to the three-point or vertex function by Br.apdt and Preparata .

In particular, these authors proposed that LC singularities written down
2)

according to the rules of operator product expansions continue to.dominate

the momentum space vertex function in the limit in which one of the squared

current "masses" becomes infinitely large, vhiie that of the other current

is held fixed. Moreover, they proposed that this limit be smoothly reached

(in terms of the scaling variable) from the BJorken or scaling limit in vhich

the squares of. both current "masses" approach infinity at fixed ratio.

3)
Sucher and Woo critized the proposal of Brandt and Preparata and

gave an example in vhich LC dominance fails for a particular value of the

scaling variable U) . In an answer to those criticisms it was pointed

out that the circumstance in which the leading LC singularity is not the most

important in the limit in question is always associated with "pole"

diagrams,where the current couples to a low-lying state with the same quantum

numbers. Hence,if the form factor is strongly damped,one again recovers

dominance of the leading LC singularity. Thus it was stated that for a

composite hadron dominance of the vertex function by the leading LC, singularity

continues to hold in the new limit. In fact Ciafaloni and Menotti , by

studying a field theory model, were able to show that off-shell vertex functions

for composite fields are dominated by the LC singularity.

Andersson presented a detailed treatment of two-point functions by

means of the Mellin transform of the spectral function that enters in the
7)

Kallen-Lehmann representation. ̂  The LC behaviour of functions becomes

explicit in this way. The Mellin transform analysis is easily adapted to

handle more complex situations . Moreover, starting from the analyticity
9)

domain of the general three-point function constructed by Kallen and Wightman ,

Andersson was able to give an integral representation for the three-point

function . In a subsequent investigation he studied the connection

between the vertex function in co-ordinate space and in momentum space. In

particular he investigated the connection between the canonical LC singularities

and the asymptotic momentum space behaviour in the representation which he

has obtained. By canonical LC singularities here we mean singularities that
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are similar to those of the two-point distribution A_ (Sec.II). Andersson

found that in the asymptotic configuration, when one of the squared mass

variables approaches infinity while the second is kept fixed, the difference

between ihe complete momentum space function and the structures arising from

canonical LC singularities was in general a non-vanishing finite quantity.

This difference vanishes only when certain superconvergence relations hold.

12)
On the other hand, Deser, Gilbert and Sudarshan (DGS) had proposed

earlier a representation for the three-point function. In this paper we analyse

different asymptotic limits in momentum space for the three-point function

using the DGS representation. In particular, we find that in the Brandt- .

Preparata limit, the asymptotic expansion of the momentum space vertex function

indeed corresponds to the canonical LC singularities of the co-ordinate space

function in contrast to the case of the AnderBson representation. Moreover,

we find that this limit can be obtained smoothly from the scaling, limit

as hypothesized .

In Sec.I we carry out the Mellin transform analysis of. the three-point

function using the techniques of Ref.6. In this way one elucidates the

condition under which the separation of the co-ordinate space function into

pieces exhibiting the canonical LC singularities and a "smooth" remainder is

valid. In Sec.II we perform the various limits on the momentum space function

and in Sec.Ill we discuss our results and state some conclusions.

II. MELLIN TRANSFORM OF THE THREE-POINT FUNCTION

Consider the three-point function involving the commutator of two

local Bcalar current operators

h(x2,x.pH <0|[J.(x) , J (0)]|p> , (2.1)

where |p^ describes a scalar (on-shell) particle of four momentum p ,

p 2 a M2 . The DGS representation for h(x ,x«p) reads

h(x2,x.p) = i f do: f dg e" i e p # X H(a,B) A(x,a) , (2.2)

0 0

where H(a,0) is the DGS spectral function and A(x,cr) is the free field

causal function
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ACx,a) * V dHk e e(ku) SCk^-o) . (2.3)

We shall'work with the Wightman function hCx »x.p) obtained by keeping the

positive frequency part of A(x,a)

S(x2,x.p) = i j da J dP e"iep*x H(a,3) Ag(x,a) , (2.U)
0 0

where

*2*'a " ( 2 * ) 3 J d k G •

As is well known, *h is the boundary value of a function which is analytic as

a function of the (complex) vector x . In the representation (2.1+) An is

given as the boundary value

2 2 f 1^
where z = (x_-ie) -3t > and H| is the Hankel function. The limit
is taken from complex z values such that

Rez = x , V"3Im z ••• 0 ,

where V" denotes the backward light cone.

We now define the Mellin transform of the spectral function H(<J,B)

by

H(s,B) = do H{o,&) a8"1 . (2.7)

0

For the integral to exist we need to assume that H(a,B) is a distribution of

slow growth in 0" and hence polynomially bounded. We assume that the support

of H(a,B) is bounded below by aQ> 0 , implying the absence of long-range

forces. One then has only to worry about convergence due to the upper end

of integration. Clearly we can choose a real number sQ such that H(s»B)

is an analytic function of s for Re B^BQ . inversion of (2.7) yields

H(a,B) = •—- j ds H(a,$) a"s , (2.8)

y
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where y Is a vertical line parallel to the Imaginary axis in the complex

a plane Buch that X = Ee s £ s Q . Noting that

we restrict ourselves to real negative values of z , z = -t , (z = x° - x ) ,

where the following connection obtains

With the aid of the formula

.op
I c l y / . y y ) = 201-2 r(a/2) ., Re a>0 , (2.9)

0

and from Eqs,(2.U), (2.8) and (2.9); ve readily deduce that

V f & e"i3p'x f dB H(S,B)

where the contour Y lies "below the smallest of the two numbers 1 and sQ

Eq.(2.10) can be analytically continued to complex values of z • -t with a

cut for the power defined to lie along the positive real axis:

f iBp* f ffT~V f dfJ e-iBp>* f dB H(s,3) f-fT r(l-a) r(2-s) .
iri 0J Y (Sill)

The representation (2.1l) clearly exhibits the behaviour of the Wightman function

around the light cone. .

The small z behaviour of the Hankel function is known to be

^ - f log(-z)j + r(z) , (2.12)

where r(z) is continuous at z = 0 . One is then led to expect the following

behaviour for the Wightman function for small z :

E(z,p.x) - - -^s z"1 h + — V log(-z) h 2 + h' / (2.13)
hiT I6TT



where

da

0

f da f dp e" 1 0 5' 5 a H(ff,e) , (2.15)
0

and h' corresponds to r(z) . As In the case of the two-point function ,

if the Mellin transform function H(s,^) can be analytically continued to

values of s such that Re s > l > one can generate the behaviour (2.13) from

(2.11) by moving the contour past the poles of the gamma function picking up

residues of the simple pole at s = 1 and the double pole at s = 2 . This

procedure not only reproduces the "free field" behaviour of Eg.(2.13) but also

elucidates the condition under which the separation in (2.13) is meaningful.

Namely,one readily finds that one must have

J dot J dB e"
iBp#5£ a logo |H(a,B)| < "> (2.16)

in order for the partition in (2.13) exhibiting the singular terms to be well

defined.

In order to obtain the representation for the commutator function
p ' • - • • - . • • - • - • . . . .

h(x ,p>x), ve need to take the boundary value of h(z,p*5f) in the

manner discussed before and subtract from it the boundary

value obtained by approaching the real axis from the forward light cone,

Recalling the definition of the cut in (-z)S~ we easily obtain for positive

x 2

h(x2,p.x) * — ^ 1^3 e'iPP'X £(x0) | ds fi(8fB) |jL.l8"2 r-l(s) r(2-s) .
l6lr 0 Y (2.17)

Eq..(2.17) is then the representation of h(x ,p«x) in terms of the Mellin—

transformed spectral function.

III. VERTEX FUNCTION IN MOMENTUM SPACE

In this section we compute the momentum space three-point function

arising from the canonical light-cone singularities of the co-ordinate space

function isolated in the previous section. First let us discuss the contri-

bution of the general light-cone singularity
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) [u2 -
One is concerned vith the Fourier transform

* • -

F(p,k) = j dSc e 1 X > X F(x2,p.x) . (3.2)

To perform this, one usually introduces the Fourier transform of f(p»x) t

f(p.x) = j d£ eiCp'x f(5)., (3.3)

so that (3.2) "becomes

F(p,k) - | d̂ x { d? e i (^^' x0(x°) [(x2 - iex0)-* - (x2 + iex
0)"3] ftf)

Next,one notes that the singular function

KX(x) = (-x2 + iex°)X - ( W 2 - iex°)X

has the Laplace transform

^ ^ x 2 ) (for X= -n , n a positive integer)

EX(x) = - i , 2 2 2 X + l t ^ C-k2 - i £ k O r X - 2 . (3.5)

With the aid of this ve can now vrite

Ftp,*) •- -ITT2 2-2a+U n ^ L I d5 [(^P)2 + I£(q
O
+Cp°)] ft?) •

(3.6)
Logarithmic terms can be similarly handled.

The momentum space vertex function T(p,k) is given "by

T{pfk) * f d\t e
i k' x R(x;p) , . (3.7)

vhere R(xjp) is the retarded commutator matrix element

R(x;p) * i®(x°) h(x2»p.x) . (3.8)



Recalling Eqs.(2.13) and (3.3),we introduce

d(p.x) e-i5p-x h^p.x) (3.9)

= ~ | dCp-x) e"i5p-X h2(P.x) . (3.10)

We denote the momentum space function arising from the canonical light-cone

singularities identified in (2.13) "by T (p,k) . From previous analysis we

easily compute it as

b
" . (3.11)

From Eqs.(2.lU), (2.15)i (3.9) and (3.10) we calculate f(?) and g(£) as

f(£) = -2ir J to I d& 6(^+3) H(a,3) , (3.12)
0 0

e U ) = | J da I dp 6(C+B) a H(a,6) . (3.13)
0 0
J
0 0

We finally obtain for x the expression

) = - f da f dB [(k-3p)2 + i£(k°-Bp°)j H(a,B)
0 0

- j da J dB |{k-Bp)2 + ie(k°-Bp°) a H(a,B) .
DO

Nov we olaserve that the vertex function describes the transition

between the (on-shell) scalar particle of momentum p , p -W% and two

scalar currents Z. and J^ that carry momenta k and q , respectively

(Fig.l). We have q. •» p - k . The complete momentum space function T(p,k)
12)

as defined in (3.7) obeys the DGS representation

T(P,k) » Tda f dB j . o ô
• • 0J • 0

J o - (k-Bp)^ - 16(k -Bpu)
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We now consider various asymptotic limits in momentum space. Our objective

is to compare the structures stemming from the true momentum apace vertex

function (3.15) with those arising from Tr , the vertex function corresponding

to the danonical light-cone singularities. In this manner we shall elucidate

the circumstances in which x "dominates" the complete momentum space

function.

We first consider the scaling limit defined by |v| = |2p>k| -»• &>
ft I Q '

at fixed <o « -q /\) . We note that in this limit |k | +00 for 10 £ 1 ,
and that v

« " 4 * ^ • (3.X6)
q ; • • • - .

Expanding the denominator term in (3.15) in powers of 1/k , we readily obtain

^ t + —|"r t- + T ', (3.17)
k2 1 (k2j2 2 R

where oo a

t± - - j dc j d0 (l 4 p/tiac) H(g,P) , :' (3.18)
00

t f- f da f d3 , (a
0J 0J (i +2

T stands for the remainder after the first two terms in (3.17) have been

subtracted from T{p»k) . Expanding the denominator terms in (3.llO>we

similarly arrive at

k2 X (k2)2 2

with

^ " *! > (3.21)

tgC = t 2 • (3.22)

The difference AT * T - IT thus reads .

AT « T _ *££ a TR + 0(v~ ) , (3.23)

where T_ obeys
H



llm v2 T_ - ' 0 . . C3.2U)
it

. ; . . . . • • - 2 ' • •

Thus the difference vanishes to order v and in the light-cone expansion

of the co-ordinate space function the canonical singularities correspond

identically to the first two terms of an asymptotic expansion of the exact

momentum space function. We note that for the limit

llm k2 T(p,k)

to be veil defined it is necessary that

f > 2 5 )

Next we investigate the limit |k j •+°° with q fixed corresponding

to (i) •*• 0 . Eq.(3.15) gives rise to the expansion

T(p,k) = i- t' + —5-5- t' + T' > (3.26)
k2 X (k2)2 2 R

where

(3.27)< • -1« f« M
0 0

tg = - I do j dBH(ove) ° - Pg . (3.28)

Similarly TT^tp.k) "becomes, in this limits

(3.29)

where

(3.30),

(3.31)

Thus again the canonical light-cone singularities in the eo-ordlnate space

function correspond exactly to the first two terms of an asymptotic expansion

in (k2)"1 at fixed q of the complete momentum space function. The limit
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lim k T(p,k)

exists provided

(3.32)

which evidently requires H(cr,l) = 0 . Analogous results hold for the case
i 2i 2

|q |-»oo at fixed k corresponding to ; "UJ -»• 1 . In fact one obtains

• *E >

where
00 r l Hfa.B)

3
0 0

.-pcr^V.-aJi H(a,B) .

We also find

0 0"

1 "LC

7̂ + 0

where
tLC

"LC II

t2 '

Thenffor the limit

lim q2 T(p,k)

(3.33)

(3.3U)

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.3T)

(3.38)

to exist^it is necessary that

o o
and this requires H(o,0)

(3.39)
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IV. DISCUSSION AMD CONCLUSIONS

With the aid of the DGS representation ve have shown that the contri-

butions arising from the canonical LC singularities dominate the complete

momentum space vertex function."both in the scaling limit and in the asymptotic

configuration corresponding to the squared mass of one of the currents

approaching infinity while the second is held finite, provided the spectral

function is well "behaved. We have seen that the first two terms in the

asymptotic expansion in either of these two cases are correctly described

"by the canonical LC singularities. This then is in contrast with the case

of the Andersson representation where certain extra conditions in the form

of superconvergence relations must hold in order that the canonical LC

singularities dominate in the asymptotic limit in which only one of the

current masses "becomes infinitely large. We have elucidated the conditions

under which this dominance occurs in our case. Firstly, Eq.{2.16) must hold

in order that the extraction of the singular terms on the LC from the Wightman

function "be a meaningful operation. Secondly, for the limit |k | + 0° with

q fixed,the integral in Eq.(3.27) must exist in order that the coefficient

of the (k ) term in the asymptotic expansion be well defined. This will

certainly "be the case if (2.l6) holds and if,in addition,the spectral function

H(a,B> vanishes at 3 = 1 . Similarly, in the case of the limit |q2| -+ °o

at fixed k one requires that H(a,B) vanishes at the threshold B - 0 .

Now in the limit |k2| •••«>. , q2 fixed, we have v -*-°o, w •*• 0 and

Consider now the limit wx -+• -1 of t, • t as given "by Eq.(3.l8). Taking
• L C

the limit inside the integral,we learn that tx in the limit coincides with

t'LC = t' aB given by Eq.{3.27),via.,the coefficient of the (k2)"1 term in
1 1 p. 2

the asymptotic expansion |k | + <*° at fixed q is obtainable as the

smooth limit tax •*• -1 (or 0) •* 0) of the corresponding term in the scaling

limit. We also obtain an extra condition, i.e. that the integral

• J da I dB H(a,B)
(i +o o

besides satisfying (3.25) must also be uniformly convergent in order that

the limit tiix -»• -1 may be taken inside to obtain the above result.



Uext, to study the case [c(f ['•*• «© with k2 fixed* we convert (3.20)

into an asymptotic expansion in tq ) "by the substitution k = xq ,

obtaining

f d6
In this limit, ti> -•• 1 and x •*• 0 and, per forming this operation inside the

integral in (U.2), it passes smoothly into t 1 = t. as given by Eq.. (3.31*).

This is possible provided that again the integral is uniformly convergent.

We h_ave thus demonstrated that the Brandt-Preparata hypothesis is valid

if the conditions that we found are satisfied. In fact,in the limit

|lt2| -»-oovith q2 fix^?the coefficient of the (k 2)" 2 term is also

obtaina'ble as the limit to -»• 0 of the corresponding term In the scaling

limit of T provided again that the associated integral exists and la

uniformly convergent. This latter property is not shared "by the other limit

|q I +00 at fixed k . The reason for the unsymtuetric "behaviour in this case

comes from the unsymmetric vay in Artiich ve have defined to ,namely as

w - -q /v ,

Hov the analysis in Refs>1 and 1+ is concerned only with the leading

singularity, (x 2)" 1 , in the product J^x) Jg(O) given by the rules of

operator product expansion and,consequently,with the first term in the

asymptotic expansion of the momentum space vertex function. In that analysis

it was pointed out -that the "dangerous" diagrams for the dominance of LC

singularities in» say, the limit |k2| *• oo , q2 fixed, are the "pole"

diagrams of Fig.2. The contribution of such a diagram to T(p,k) is

G(k2) 2 2 '

where A is a constant, G{k2) is the form factor and m^ is the mass of a

particle q having the same quantum numbers as the current to which it

couples. Such a contribution cannot arise from the leading LC singularity

and?unless

- <i|Jo(°)|p> - o k



LC dominance 1B lost. However, from.our analysis we have concluded that

the canonical LC singularities do give the dominant contribution in the

limit |k | -+«>at fixed q , provided that certain conditions involving

integrals of the DGS spectral function H(a,&) are satisifed. Hence ve

can further conclude, under the same conditions as "before, that the form

factors G(k2) must fall like (k 2)" 1" 3 , where a > 0 , as |k2| -• oo.
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Fig.l The three-point function

Fig.2 a "pole"diagram.
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